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For the past thirty years, the United States government has secretly trained a select corps of military
personnel in the art of "remote viewing" -- the psychic ability to perceive the thoughts and
experiences of others through the power of the human mind.... Now, for the first time, Lyn
Buchanan -- a world-renowned expert on remote viewing and its potential -- tells the complete,
candid story of his experiences. Assigned for nearly a decade to a clandestine U.S. Army
intelligence group, Buchanan trained military personnel who utilized their inherent psychic abilities
as a data-collection tool during the Iran hostage crisis, the Chernobyl disaster, and the Gulf War. In
this incredible account, Buchanan tells how he was selected for his unique psychic abilities, and
how he was transformed from an ordinary soldier into one of our nation's leading psychic spies.
Working on top-secret government and military projects using "mental espionage" created
permanent, life-altering changes within Buchanan. Now, after many years of analysis and
interpretation, he reveals the techniques and mental exercises used to train remote viewers, and
demonstrates that each of us carries a dormant psychic ability that we can explore and use
ourselves. For anyone interested in a hard, scientific look at the reality of psychic covert operations
in the world today, or anyone who has ever wondered if he or she could have the inherent skills to
become a remote viewer, this fascinating chronicle of life as a psychic spy will reveal the answers.
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For those unfamiliar with military remote viewing and its history, Lyn Buchanan is one of the most
authoritative voices in the field. He enjoys almost universal respect among his peers in the RV

community and is a founding member of the International Remote Viewing Association.Joe
McMoneagle, Viewer 001 -- the most prolific writer in the field and also well-worth reading -- once
recommended only two men as RV trainers for civilians, Lyn Buchanan and Paul Smith. This list has
probably expanded since Skip Atwater recently joined the former-military teaching ranks after
publishing his own book, but the fact of the matter remains, Buchanan is among a tiny cadre of the
elite.The Seventh Sense adds another personal layer to the history of the military remote viewing
unit under its various names, introducing you to a candid, deeply thoughtful and principled man. For
those already familiar with remote viewing, a large appendix of practical tips and exercises is worth
the price of the book alone, not to mention Buchanan's opinion of self-styled "Doctor Doom,"
euphemistically dubbed Ted.Highly recommended. I hope Buchanan publishes more soon.
Meanwhile, the Frequently Asked Questions section of his website is another terrific resource for
wanna-be's, and his IRVA videos are some of the best, as well.

Dear Readers ,Would you like to know a powerful exercise to develop your "sixth sense" and use it
wherever you go, like perceiving danger or fun or maybe to identify a possible new friend ? Carefully
read page 252, the Ambiance Exercise.You are a person that has developed your psi abilities but
you want to improve your accuracy/dependability rate ? Go and read page 159.Would you like to try
the first exercise every student of controlled remote viewing requires to learn and that will lead
her/him to master this powerful technology ( and in the mean time will let you open the
communication between your conscious and subconscious mind, safely ) ? Please read page
248...A down-to-earth, practical and , at the same time, entertaining disclosure of what CRV is, how
it was ( and is ) used and what you can do with it.......A Mexican CRV Student

Fascinating stories about Lyn Buchanan's life experience with remote viewing. The style of writing
makes you want to turn the pages to the end of the book without interruption. Informative as well as
thought-provoking in an intelligent way. Raises spiritual questions. Refreshing and rivetting at the
same time. Recommend for non-viewers, for those who are curious about the subject, and for those
who have trained in crv.

Trying to describe the process of remote viewing and how it truly works takes someone who is a
gifted writer. Lyn Buchanan does just that in a very masterful way. Many who read this book go on
to study Controlled Remote Viewing with Lyn's company, P>S>I and find that his claims in the book
are not fabricated, but easily replicated in a lab setting. While Remote Viewing in and of itself can be

considered very abstract, Lyn Buchanan expresses the nuances and brain processes of it in a very
clear way. Although other military men participated in this project, Lyn Buchanan seems to have the
best grasp of what remote viewing truly is and what can be done with it. I highly recommend the
book -- it is a great read.

Want to know what's possible with a trained mind? Want to know what's actually been done
psychically by someone who's done it? Want to know where people go when they die by someone
who has gone with them? Two of the four places they go may surprise you.I spent a couple of
fascinated hours reading about Controlled Remove Viewing. And, I have practiced a few of the
exercises. They certainly improve environmental awareness.And I learned a great deal about
famous people.

The Author writes beautifully and this book really gives you an insight into his remote viewing
experiences and thinking. Its not as historically or factually heavy as some on the scene but its a
fantastic ride to hear one of the military psychic spies tell of his personal experiences in a way that
makes you feel as though the dialogue is personal with you the reader.I found this to be an
enjoyable, inspirational book in a field where most of the books can be dry and soulless. A very
welcome addition to my remote viewing library.

First part is a good read. One can get lots of useful concepts out of. The second part, the one gives
clues and exercise on how one can jump start his/her remote viewing abilities is even much more
useful. The exercises might appear difficult to do, or not really effective for the skeptics, but I can
attest they work. I have had quite a bit of amazing results since I was able to "reinvent the wheel", a
new (little) language made of symbols that we meet in every day's life that the
Universe/God/Cosmic Consciousness can use to talk back to us.

Cutting edge science in the early field of quantum theory consciousness. After trying one of the
practice viewings from his website (just from a number, no clues), I drew a barn with an overhang
(like a porch), a symbol for something found on a farm (but not mechanical like a tractor) and a
symbol of three white things. Then, I looked at the photo and found it was a picture of a rodeo with
the stock barns in the back and a wide overhang leading to the loading gates. The "thing" that you
find on a farm was a bull (my symbolic drawing had it in the correct placement and size), and the
three white things were 3 cowboys with white hats and white shirts (located in the picture where I

had indicated them on my ideogram)
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